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ABSTRACT
This study investigates TikTok audios and hashtags through the lens of digital literacy
studies, using Ron Scollon’s nexus of practice as a theoretical framework. The researcher sought
to investigate literacy practices on TikTok, such as how lurkers and posters interact with the app
in ways that both define and are defined by their individual identities. Relative to other social
media platforms, there is a dearth of research on TikTok. This study contributes to the gap while
also building off the findings of Kaye et al., who investigated authorship and (mis)attribution on
the app, and Sachs et al.'s claim that Goffman’s metaphorical front stage is weakening as users
are able to select audiences for identity performance on TikTok. Through ethnographic semistructured interviews and textual analysis, the researcher found that hashtags and audios work in
tandem on TikTok; both hashtags and audios work to traditionally sort videos for users, hashtags
offer creators an additional boost to their views, and audios act as an additional sorting
mechanism. Furthermore, the study found evidence that audios signal a video’s content prior to
viewing. The findings additionally opposed Sachs et al.’s claim about the front stage weakening;
rather, the participants were acutely aware of the “mortifying ordeal of being known,” with
TikTok allowing users to have multiple “front stages'' to perform different aspects of themselves
on, while still keeping certain parts to the “backstage.”
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INTRODUCTION
When I first joined TikTok, I didn’t yet have any context for the norms of the app. I had seen a
few one-off videos that had been sent to me, but I hadn’t yet learned how important trends were
to the culture of TikTok. In my first half hour or so scrolling through the app, I took each video
at face value, rather than having a complete understanding of the context around each video. I
specifically remember seeing a video using an audio that’s part of the song “Rats” from Rat
Movie: Mystery of the Mayan Treasure:
[Verse: Jerma]
Rats, rats, we're the rats.
We prey at night, we stalk at night, we're the rats.
[King Rat]
I'm the giant rat that makes all of the rules. (Harrington)
At the time I didn’t know that this was a trending audio on TikTok, and honestly I didn’t know
where it had originated until I looked it up for the sake of telling this story. When I first heard
this audio, I thought it was hilarious, but I also thought the person who had posted the video I
was watching had come up with the song themselves. I don’t remember the exact video I saw
first, but the general trend was miming sneaking around while lip syncing to the verse. For
example, @marlanamertz used this audio in May 2020 with the caption “My sister and I coming
out of my room after playing Animal Crossing for 6 hours straight.” This specific video cuts off
before the King Rat part; an example I can recall of a video using the full audio was two siblings
going to get food in the night during the verse, then one of their parents was there to lip sync the
King Rat portion of the audio.
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As I continued using TikTok and came to understand how the app worked, I came to
realize that audios were a big organizational aspect. Sometimes I will come across a video and
think it’s kind of random, but as I keep scrolling I discover that it’s a new trend. There will be
audios that I love and want to scroll through to see multiple videos using it, and there will be
audios that I hate, not because of the audio itself but because of the trend that I associate with it.
I spend a lot of time on TikTok (probably too much time), so even when I’m not on the
app I’ll see connections to it in my daily life. Sometimes a song will come on the radio or in a
store I’m in and I won’t know what it is, but I’ll know it’s popular on TikTok. Or I’ll be talking
with a friend and quote a TikTok audio that I think applies to our conversation. TikTok is a big
part of today’s culture, both for me and for other people my age and younger. For this reason, it’s
important that we understand how the app is affecting our culture and our identities In my time
using the app, I found audios to be the most unique part about the social media platform, so
TikTok sounds became a main focus of my inquiry.
What is TikTok?
Kids and teenagers are the main ones to shape culture, and TikTok is primarily populated
by young people (Kennedy). As of July 2021, 62% of TikTok users are between the ages of 10
and 29, and 69% of US teens are TikTok users as of Fall 2020 (Iqbal). TikTok was originally
Musical.ly, a platform for sharing 15-second lip-synching videos, but in November of 2017 the
app was acquired by Chinese company ByteDance and absorbed into its own TikTok app in
August of 2018 (Lee). Today, TikTok still has some of the same lip-synching features that
Musical.ly did, but it has evolved so far beyond that. Users who post on the app now have access
to an enormous library of audio clips and filters to use when creating videos (Herrman).
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Additionally, TikTok uses a scarily accurate algorithm to curate a “For You Page” (or FYP)
specifically to the user’s tastes, with many users claiming the TikTok algorithm knows them
better than they know themselves (Kennedy). As of August 2020, there are 100 million active
TikTok users in the US, and 698 million TikTok users internationally (Iqbal).
Another major component of TikTok is the number of niche, interest-driven communities
that exist on the app (Rheingold). Users refer to these different communities as the different
“sides” of TikTok. These communities vary in size and scope; for example, my FYP tends to
consist mainly of TikToks from “alt TikTok.” Alt (short for alternative) TikTok is the less
mainstream side of TikTok. Rather than dance videos, viewers will see content that goes against
societal norms, such as people split dying their hair in bright colors, open discussions of mental
illness, and LGBTQ+-related conversations. Alt TikTok is one of the larger sides of TikTok, but
there are smaller niche communities as well. For example, two other sides of TikTok I’ve come
across on my own FYP are SandersonTok, for fans of Sci-Fi/Fantasy writer Brandon Sanderson,
and MiraculousTok, for fans of the French cartoon series Miraculous Ladybug. These niche
communities on TikTok fascinate me, and are one reason I wanted to begin doing research about
the app.
Motivation for Research
The other aspect of the app that fascinates me, besides the communities (or “sides,” as
users on the app tend to refer to them) on TikTok, are how users interact with different sounds.
TikTok audios were the first thing that came to my mind when I read chapter five of Gretchen
McCulloch’s book Because Internet, where she discusses how some emoji can be interpreted as
emblems. “Emblem” is a term used by gesture linguists to refer to a subset of representational
3

gestures, or gestures that communicate the topic at hand. Emblems specifically refer to gestures
that mean what they mean because of convention. In terms of physical hand gestures, this can be
a thumbs up to indicate all is well or someone circling their index finger near their head to
indicate someone is crazy (Abner et al.). McCulloch then took this idea and applied it to emojis;
while not physical gestures, emoji can work in the same way to set the tone of a message. Some
emoji are digital representations of physical gestures, such as the thumbs up and winking emojis.
However, she also provided the example of the significance of the smiling pile of poo emoji as
meaning a soft dislike.
After reading this chapter, I found myself drawing a connection between gesture
linguistics/emblems and the way people use audios on TikTok. For example, there was a TikTok
trend in the summer of 2021 where the song Airplanes by B.o.B to indicate that a TikTok is
about MordeTwi (the ship name for Mordecai from the Regular Show and Twilight Sparkle from
My Little Pony: Friendship is Magic). There are no deictic (directly pointing to an object or
location) or iconic (depicting concrete imagery) reasons for this song to relate to either character
(Abneret al.). Someone had made a meme using lyrics from the song once, as seen in Figure 1,
and now the convention on TikTok is to use that audio when making a video about the ship.
After reading about this concept and making this connection, I wanted to explore this idea further
and research TikTok with a focus on audios.

4

Figure 1. Fanart originally posted on DeviantArt by user bluedog444 of Twilight Sparkle
from My Little Pony: Friendship is Magic and Mordecai from Regular Show sitting outside at
night and crying. The image includes text from the song “Airplanes” by B.O.B. This drawing has
become a viral meme since originally being posted in 2012. Source: bluedog444, “(MordeTwi)
Airplanes,” DeviantArt, 2012. https://www.deviantart.com/bluedog444/art/MordeTwi-Airplanes319272821
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LITERATURE REVIEW
In my previous research on TikTok, I focused solely on users who don’t post on the app,
and I investigated how the share function on TikTok works to create meaning among users
(Wright). I found that through sharing TikToks, users were able to strengthen their relationships
by using TikTok as a social interface (de Souza e Silva & Frith; Wright). These findings show
that not all use of TikTok is visible in the same way - watching, liking, commenting on, and
sharing TikToks is just as valuable as posting TikToks (Rheingold; Wright). With this new
study, I wanted to expand my scope to include users who post on the app. Through reviewing the
existing literature on TikTok and digital literacies, I decided to use Ron Scollon’s nexus of
practice as a theoretical framework to guide my research. From there, I expanded my knowledge
of the digital literacies field and explored concepts such as context collapse, music and identity
formation, content sorting algorithms on social media, and the rhetoric of tagging.
Digital Literacy Practices
While novices tend to think of literacy practices as involving only reading and writing
activities, literacy practices are actually made up of the social practices we enact in our daily
communications, beyond just written and oral communication. One must be able to not just say
the right things, but to say them at the right time, in the right way, while having the correct body
language, among the right group of people, to be properly literate in a particular Discourse
(Gee).
In the digital age and with technologies such as phones and computers so intertwined in
our lives, digital literacy practices involve being able to analyze, make sense of, and contribute to
the digital world. In order to make sense of the digital world, we must be able to look at it
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critically and think about both how it is shaping us and how we are shaping it (Jacobson et
al.). This again goes beyond just what we type; digital literacy practices involve knowing when
and how to respond (with text, with emoji, with some other aspect of the interface, etc.) (Gee).
The field of digital literacy pairs well with Bogost’s concept of procedural literacy, or the
ability to read and write, and therefore understand, procedures. Procedural literacy can be gained
not only through the act of studying procedures, but also in enacting the procedure itself. By
doing the thing, one becomes knowledgeable in the procedure necessary to do the thing. This is
true of being digitally literate; most people did not have to be taught in a class how to use social
media or navigate the internet. For example, by using TikTok I became aware of the procedures
that come with the app and learned how to make sense of the videos I was seeing (Bogost;
Jacobsen et al.). As such, I was engaging in both procedural literacy and digital literacy practices
in my use of the app.
Being literate online is a necessity in the digital age; from Googling a random fact to
applying for a job, the internet is interwoven into the fabric of our lives. TikTok’s niche
communities are an aspect of the participatory culture of the internet, and knowing what literacy
practices are necessary to participate in each community is essential to properly making use of
the app. The internet is a great place for informal mentorship, making friends with people who
have the same interests, and sharing aspects of yourself with others. Whether it’s lightweight
engagement such as liking a TikTok or something more involved like posting a video to the app,
users need digital literacy to properly engage with these interest-driven communities
(Rheingold).
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Nexus of Practice
Nexus of practice is a term coined by Ron Scollon, referring to a network of linked
practices. With this concept, all the actions an individual undergoes positions them in
relationship to others who undergo the practice. For example, participating in a TikTok trend
(i.e., users sharing something interesting about themselves while the line “maybe I’m just not as
interesting as the girls you had before” from Olivia Rodrigo’s song “enough for you” plays)
positions the poster in a relationship to others who participate in the trend. These actions indicate
both whether or not one is competent in a social practice (Did they interpret the trend correctly
and/or accurately contribute to the trend?) and an aspect of the identity of the poster (i.e.
competitive figure skater, professional harpist, ex-cult member, etc.). With the concept of nexus
of practice, our social practices intersect to form our identities (Scollon).
This concept has been used previously to examine digital literacy practices in various
communities. An example of this is Wohlwend and Kargin’s investigation of the nexus of
practice in Disney’s Club Penguin, a now-defunct massive multiplayer online video game
targeted to children. In their study, the researchers examined mediated actions, such as mousehandling and keyboarding, digital literacy practices, such as reading and messaging, peer
mediation practices, such as listening and watching, and participation practices, such as earning
money and dancing. Through examining the practices of a group of young children playing Club
Penguin in both the physical space of the computer room and the screen space of Club Penguin,
the researchers were able to examine how the children interacted in an online social network.
This nexus of practice theoretical framework can easily be applied to TikTok, an online
space that many young people spend a lot of time in. For example, posting videos with #witchtok
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(a side of TikTok for those who study and practice witchcraft) doesn’t automatically make you a
member of the community; rather, talking about things relevant to WitchTok and enacting
specific practices to create that identity make you a member. This can include posting videos
about topics relevant to the WitchTok community, commenting using language specific to the
community, and discussing content from the community across platforms and/or in offline
conversations. Similar to André Brock’s discussion of how a user doesn’t need to be Black to be
invited to the “cookout” of Black Twitter (Distributed Blackness 81), a TikTok user doesn’t need
to be a witch to be a member of WitchTok. They just need to be competent in the social practices
of WitchTok.
Context Collapse and Identity Formation/Signalling
High school and college students spend a lot of time on social media. It’s a place for
them to freely explore their identities (Ling and Yttri), as older demographics typically aren’t as
internet savvy as younger generations. Even if they are, they usually frequent different areas of
the internet, such as Facebook versus Snapchat (McCulloch). Being a teenager means
transitioning from childhood to adulthood and coming to form one’s own identity, distinct from
parents, teachers, and other authority figures. During this time, friends, rather than family,
become the most important to a teenager, and having a place to hang out without adult
supervision is key in identity formation. Having a virtual place such as TikTok to discover
themselves and form in-group/out-group boundaries works just as well as a physical place (Ling
and Yttri).
On Tiktok, many users tend to show less restraint and post about deeply personal topics.
The app feels like a safe space for this type of content due to its main demographic of young
9

people, plus the algorithm pushing their content to other people with similar interests. As such,
teens use the app to express themselves in ways they wouldn’t on Instagram and Facebook
(Marwick and boyd; Omar and Dequan). Many teens have parents who aren’t on TikTok, so
they’re able to be more candid about doing things their family wouldn’t approve of, from more
stereotypical acts such as lying about who they’re with to more serious topics such as being a
closeted member of the LGBTQ+ community. While there is still the aspect of their content
potentially getting sent to a family member via a link, TikTok is a great place to develop a sense
of identity through participation in the niche communities present on the app.
The way teens use TikTok pushes against the concept of context collapse, a term coined
by Alice Marwick and danah boyd. In face-to-face communication, the speaker has a clear idea
of who their audience is simply by looking at them. This allows the speaker to code switch or
style shift based on the context of the situation. However, online, this ability to easily view the
context of a rhetorical situation collapses (hence the term “context collapse”). While on many
social media apps you can control who is able to directly view your posts, users have no control
over possible screenshots and reposts of their content. Additionally, many young people are
followed by members of their family, either as an explicit rule or to obey societal norms. As
such, young people have the need to navigate multiple audiences (Marwick and boyd). André
Brock pushes back against this concept, stating that Black cyberculture directly refutes this
concept. He argues that people very deliberately signal their audiences when posting online
(Distributed Blackness).
The concept of context collapse relates to Goffman’s dramaturgical metaphor of the front
stage and the backstage, in which people perform their identity one way in public and another
10

way in private (Sachs et al.). Social media is a public stage on which users can perform their
identities. However, the “stage” of TikTok is not one stage for the whole world to see, as is
implied with context collapse. Rather, while the context is “collapsed,” it is not completely
flattened, allowing viewers to perform aspects of their identities to different, specific audiences
through signalling to those audiences (Brock, Distributed Blackness; Sachs et al.)
One way that people signal their identities is through music, a practice that is especially
applicable to TikTok. Music is a human universal, and oftentimes it is used as a symbolic
identifier of a social group. It can allow people to understand themselves and their culture, not
just through the music and the lyrics themselves but through the actions and practices people
partake in with the music (Lidskog). An example of this can be seen with coming out songs on
TikTok. Sachs et al. mention in their research four specific audios that TikTok users will use in
relation to their sexuality or gender identity. For example, many users on TikTok will use an
audio with part of the song “Hayloft” by Mother Mother to discuss gender-related confusion and
other topics related to the non-binary community (Hissong). Music has a strong connection with
emotion, and it both shapes and is shaped by the people and culture that it comes from,
especially in youth culture (Jing).
Hashtags
Tagging was originally created as a folksonomic way of aggregating and organizing
online content to be easily searchable. The form of tagging varied from site to site, until mid2007 when the hash symbol (#) began being used on Twitter. Hashtags allowed users to find
content on the social media network by users they did not follow by searching the tags. Other
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forms of tagging existed on other social media services, but the hashtag spread and became
ubiquitous with tagging (Daer et. al).
The hashtag is synonymous with practices of sorting, finding, labeling, and clicking
(Daer et al.). They allow users to situate posts within real-time conversations. Brock discusses
this concept specifically in relation to Black Twitter and how Black Twitter users use hashtags to
call for other Black Twitter users to respond in kind to their tweets. Additionally, hashtags reveal
Black Twitter users and their posts to the mainstream discourse, inviting non-Black users to
additionally engage in Black Twitter content (Brock, “From the Blackhand Side”)
Originally, hashtags were used semantically, in this traditional sense of tagging content
for other users to find. However, as tagging grew more popular, metacommunicative hashtags
began to be used as well. Daer et. all provide the example of someone writing about the Super
Bowl, using #SuperBowl as a semantic tag and #PackersGottaWinIt as a metacommunicative
tag. Metacommunicative tags add to the message of the post rather than serving as a way of
searching for the content (Daer et. al). In terms of hashtags on TikTok, Serrano et al. states “Like
Twitter, the most used hashtags represent topics that are trending on the platform, and like
Instagram, the video clips are classified according to their hashtags” (258). In my personal
experience on the app, I have mainly seen hashtags used semantically, with some instances of
metacommunicative tagging.
Algorithms and Interfaces
Visibility is central on the TikTok platform. Going viral is how you reach more people,
thus gaining a larger following (Kaye et al.). In order for users to achieve virality with their
videos and get views, it’s necessary that they understand the content sorting algorithm employed
12

by the app and the procedures by which they can use the algorithm to their advantage (Bogost;
Serrano et al.). While exactly how each individual social media algorithm works is kept secret
from the public, there are ways for users to adapt content so they can optimize their posts for the
algorithm (Shepard). On TikTok, this can include participating in trends, encouraging people to
comment, and asking viewers to share the video with others. I’ve often seen this take the form of
gimmicks, such as asking viewers to make the comment section look like a sorority GroupMe,
making two closely related videos and asking viewers to like the one they see first, or asking the
audience to watch the video multiple times as a sort of fundraiser (e.g. If X number of people
watch this video X times I can afford gender affirming surgery.)
Algorithms are not neutral. They are created by people, and people aren’t perfect. It’s
impossible for an algorithm to lack bias because the programmers who created it had biases,
whether they were aware of them or not (Shepard). On TikTok, viewers tend to have an
awareness of, and even to personify the eerily accurate algorithm that curates the videos on their
FYP. However, it’s important that users also be aware of the algorithm’s biases and the influence
it has on the content they see. Oftentimes creators on TikTok will complain about being
“shadowbanned,” or suppressed by the algorithm so that fewer people than usual see their
videos. In fact, internal documents from the makers of TikTok were leaked, confirming this to be
an actual policy. “TikTok moderators were explicitly told to suppress uploads from users with
flaws both congenital and inevitable. ‘Abnormal body shape,’ ‘ugly facial looks,’ dwarfism, and
‘obvious beer belly,’ ‘too many wrinkles,’ ‘eye disorders,’ and many other ‘low quality’ traits
are all enough to keep uploads out of the algorithmic fire hose” (Biddle et al., par. 8). The
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TikTok algorithm is not just for showing users videos of interest to them; it is specifically
designed to boost the videos of young, white, feminine, wealthy women (Kennedy).
In order for creators to be successful on TikTok, they need to be aware of the affordances
and constraints of the platform. Composing for TikTok is different from composing for Twitter
or Instagram, and it’s especially different than traditional composition of an essay or email. In
making TikToks, creators must consider rhetorical velocity, being mindful of how TikTok works
and how their video might later be remixed and reworked by other users on the app. Remixing is
“the process of taking old pieces of text, images, sounds, and videos and stitching them together
to form a new product” (Ridolfo and DeVoss, “Remix,” par. 1). One way I have seen this done
on TikTok is being deliberately vague in an original audio, hoping that the sound will take off
and become a trend. In doing this, the creator is having a conscious rhetorical concern for how
their video will travel on the app.
Remixing is a big part of TikTok as an interface. The app lends itself to using other’s
sounds to put your own twist on a trend. Ridolfo and DeVoss argue that the concept of rhetorical
velocity and the act of remixing both go against the concept of the singular, romantic author
figure. Instead, it creates a culture of collaboration across space and time, allowing users to make
their own thing (in this case, a TikTok) by building off of someone else’s work.
Existing Research on TikTok
Relative to other social media, there is a dearth of research on TikTok. This makes sense,
as the app is only a few years old and only recently gained such a large user base. As such, most
of the research on social media included in this literature review is on other platforms, such as
Twitter, Reddit, and even MySpace.
14

In reviewing the research that has been conducted on TikTok, several sources focused on
the identity aspects of the app (Kaye et al.; Kennedy; Omar and Dequan). Kaye et al. specifically
focused on authorship and (mis)attribution on the app. As TikTok revolves around trends and
memes, the platform naturally encourages remixing others' content. However, TikTok’s
automatic attribution system is far from perfect, leading to many instances of users taking credit
for music, dances, or trends that others originally created. Similar to Ridolfo and DeVoss, Kaye
et al. reject the romantic view of authorship in favor of relational authorship, centering the
concept that collaboration is instrumental in all creative works.
Kaye et al. also discuss “aural memes” in their article. They claim that TikTok dance
challenges, and TikTok trends in general, are exemplary of memetic practices. Similarly to how
static, image-based memes evolve through remixing and adding layers of context to the original,
trends on the TikTok revolve around taking someone else’s idea and remixing it with their own
spin, creating a video that is similar but fundamentally unique. What makes these memes aural is
the importance of the background music in signalling to the viewer the video’s content and
meaning (Sachs et al.; Serrano et al.). This relates back to the concept of emblems as described in
my introduction (Abner et al.). Sounds on TikTok work as an auditory gesture to viewers,
signalling to them what the upcoming video will be about.
In their article “The TikTok Self: Music, Signaling, and Identity on Social Media,” Sachs
et al. argue using Goffman’s metaphor of the frontstage and the back stage that by performing
identity on TikTok and being able to select for their audience (through blocking people they
don’t agree with/don’t want to see their content and selecting for what communities that want
their videos to reach), the backstage is becoming more prominent in everyday life. They claim
15

that due to social distancing and quarantining, the front stage is weakening and the backstage is
coming to the front stage. Sachs et al. support this argument using a dataset that shows an
increase in videos using audios that signal the user is “coming out” about their gender identity or
sexual orientation in 2020, in comparison to other audios that do not have a particular meaning
attributed to them on TikTok.
With my research, I wanted to address a gap by focusing on how audios are used on
TikTok to signal to audiences, as well as bringing in the concepts of metacommunicative and
gestural communication to the literature. I decided to use Scollon’s nexus of practice to guide my
research into digital literacy practices on TikTok, with a focus on audios, hashtags, and identity
practices. I believe that as TikTok is such a widely used app, especially among younger
populations, it’s important for us to study and understand how people’s identities are shaped
through making and watching TikToks. While research has been done on the more explicit
communication taking place on TikTok, such as Serrano et al.’s analysis of political
communication on TikTok, I felt it necessary to look into the literacy practices users partake in
when using the app.
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METHODS
To investigate the use of audios on TikTok, I used a combination of interviews and
textual analysis. I based my methods off of danah boyd’s digital ethnography, “Making Sense of
Teen Life: Strategies for Capturing Ethnographic Data in a Networked Era,” where she used
multi-sited fieldwork to study mediated interaction from an ethnographic perspective (84). I
came up with three questions to guide my research:
1. How do sounds shape the TikTok landscape and thus the users’ experience?
2. What literacy practices do users participate in as part of their TikTok use?
3. How do literacy practices fit into a nexus of practice and intersect with other identity
aspects?
I also used Scollon’s nexus of practice theory to guide my research, focusing on the practices
people enacted when interacting with the TikTok interface. Additionally, I used grounded theory,
a flexible strategy involving simultaneous data collection and analysis (Charmaz and Mitchell).
By incorporating a grounded theory approach, I was able to focus on emerging trends, trying to
generate new theories and ideas about TikTok through my data collection and analysis.
I conducted semi-structured ethnographic interviews over Zoom with four UCF
undergraduate students. The interviews were all recorded and transcribed for later analysis. The
interviewees were all TikTok users in their early twenties. The participants were all recruited via
convenience sampling, as everyone who agreed to an interview was someone who I could easily
contact. While I attempted to recruit outside of my immediate social circle, I received no
responses when posting the recruitment materials on social media or sending them through
UCF’s listservs. Posting on TikTok was not a requirement for participating in the study, all the
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interviewees had posted their own videos on TikTok before. Their posting ranged from only a
few impulsive videos, quickly deleted, to months of actively posting videos. This allowed me to
ask them about their practices on TikTok both as creators and as viewers. For the sake of
privacy, each participant chose an alias to be used in this study: Jarrett, Alex, Petunia, and Maria.
As the interviews were semi-structured, I used a set list of interview questions, as seen in
Appendix A, and asked follow-up questions based on the interviewees’ responses. Below is a
sampling of questions I asked during the interviews:


What do you do when you go on TikTok? How do you navigate the app?



What TikTok communities do you regularly see on your FYP?



How does the TikTok algorithm influence the way you use TikTok?



How do you interact with the comment section on TikTok?



How do you come up with ideas for TikTok?



What TikTok communities do you target your videos toward, if any?

Additionally, I asked participants to utilize the retrospective protocol and recall specific TikToks
they’ve either viewed or posted on the app (Takayoshi).
In interviewing the participants, I became most interested in how users on TikTok used
audios and hashtags. So, I paid special attention to these multimodal elements when doing
textual analysis. I additionally noted the specific TikTok user and the caption as a whole
(including hashtags and emoji). I also saved the link for each video I included in my analysis in
my notes. The videos analyzed in this study are all from verified TikTok users. The TikToks I
analyze will be from only accounts that are verified. While most TikToks are posted publicly,
not all creators intend for or expect their videos to reach a wide audience.
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I searched for videos for my textual analysis in two ways: by user and by sound. For
users, I went through the most recent videos of verified TikTok users who came up on my own
For You Page. For sounds, I chose sounds, including some used by the TikTokers I looked at for
the textual analysis, that I knew were trending, then scrolled through and took notes on those
posted by verified users. Based on how TikTok organizes videos by sound, this meant I was
looking at the most popular videos under each sound. I omitted videos posted by verified users
with captions in other languages, of which I only saw a few, as I felt unable to understand the
context of their captions even if I were to use a translator.
As an example, one of the creators I looked at when searching by user was Ayman
@aymansbooks. Ayman is a TikTok user who is prevalent in the BookTok community, or a
group of users who post book recommendations, reviews, and memes. In analyzing Ayman’s
videos, I started with her most recent video at the time. This was a TikTok she posted on October
24th, 2021, about the groveling trope in books. I watched the video through to the end to get an
idea of the message of the video. Then, I took note of the audio she used, the text on the screen,
the overall point of the video, and the caption, paying special attention to the hashtags she used. I
also copied and saved the link to the video in case I needed to reference it again later. In the case
of this specific video, the notes I took were as follows, under the USER: @aymansbooks section
of my notes:


original sound - triggeredits



loving the groveling trope in books but not when girls do it



"like it's so embarrassing #grovelingtrope #bookishicks #bookishstruggles"



https://vm.tiktok.com/ZM8ye8ymB/
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In total, I included 66 TikToks in my textual analysis, which focuses on five different creators
and eight different audios. See Appendix B for my complete notes on the textual analysis.
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FINDINGS
I conducted ethnographic interviews with four UCF undergraduate students: Jarrett, Alex,
Petunia, and Maria. While each participant touched on similar themes in their interviews, they all
had unique backgrounds in terms of what communities they were a part of on TikTok.
Jarrett posts semi-regularly on TikTok, and they mainly target their videos towards the
mental health, Taylor Swift, and American Horror Story sides of TikTok. On their own For You
Page, they regularly see videos from the Taylor Swift and Phoebe Bridgers sides of TikTok, as
well as gay TikTok.
Alex posted regularly on TikTok between August and December of 2020. He mainly
made stand-up comedy-esque videos while wearing cat ears, as he thought this would appeal to
people interested in the cat boy trend going on at the time. This led to the people who watched
his videos primarily being, by his account, 14–15-year-old anime fans and 16-20-year-old music
fans. On his own For You Page, he mainly sees TikToks from the alt TikTok and deep TikTok
(absurdist, bizarre, often purposefully grainy videos) communities.
Petunia has only ever posted a few videos on TikTok. These TikToks were of her
participating in viral trends. For example, she mentioned in her interview that she once made a
video of her making fun of a trend where people used the inverted filter to show their face if it
was symmetrical and then her real face. Instead of acknowledging that the symmetrical face
looked odd, she sarcastically said that her real face looked ugly in comparison to her symmetrical
face. However, Petunia said that all her videos were created impulsively, as she has ADHD, and
she deleted them quickly after posting. In the case of the symmetrical face video, she later
realized that people might not get the context of her video, so she felt it was “kind of stupid” and
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deleted it. On her own For You Page, Petunia mainly gets videos about cooking, ADHD,
trauma/child abuse, animals, and ex-evangelicals.
Maria used to regularly post videos on TikTok but has since privated all but three of
them. Her videos would mainly be about the shows she was watching, such as Julie and the
Phantoms, Bridgerton, and Criminal Minds. Additionally, she used to work at Universal, so she
would post a lot of Harry Potter related videos, especially at the time that DracoTok (videos
either featuring or about Tom Felton as Draco Malfoy in Harry Potter) was a big trend. Her
videos were targeted toward other people who enjoyed these shows/fandoms. She wants to start
posting videos again but hasn’t had the time with work and school. She likes the community that
it creates and thinks TikTok is a fun way to interact with people. The main videos she sees on her
For You Page are related to Broadway musicals, pets (specifically reptiles), and bilingual issues.
In conducting these interviews, I noticed patterns in what each participant said about their
practices on TikTok. Much of what the participants spoke about in terms of identity practices on
the app revolved around their interactions with other people, both in the physical space and in the
online space. Other patterns emerged in how participants discussed aspects of the TikTok
interface, including audios, hashtags, and comments. In this section, I will detail those patterns.
Why They Downloaded
When asked why they initially downloaded TikTok, three out of four participants
answered that it was because their friends and/or family had it. They either were told about it or
were sent TikToks, and they wanted to see what it was all about for themselves. This was the
case for me personally as well; my friend was sending me TikToks regularly, and since I thought
they were funny I decided to download the app for myself. I personally downloaded TikTok at
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the beginning of 2020, right before the COVID-19 pandemic began. All four participants
downloaded TikTok sometime approximately between the summer of 2019 and March 2020.
The app was gaining in popularity at this time, in part due to quarantine mandates and people
being bored at home (Kennedy). While no participant cited the pandemic as a reason for
downloading TikTok, some did use it as a referential point to remember when they download the
app. Additionally, both Alex and Maria stated that they mainly posted TikToks during the height
of quarantine. For Maria, this was because during the pandemic she didn’t have anyone to talk to
about the shows she was watching:
So I wanted to find the group of people that were also watching the same shows and I
was like … I think this about this situation and I would just post it and kind of add the
captions of like ‘What do you think of this?’ or like something that I thought about it,
and I guess the algorithm did its thing and found people that were also interested or kinda
related to my ideas.
Interacting with the Comment Section
I was surprised that although all the participants had posted videos for the app before,
they were not prolific commenters. They all stated that it was rare for them to comment, or that
they only did it under specific circumstances. For example, Jarrett said that they mostly only
comment on their friends’ videos, rather than videos that just come up on their FYP. This relates
back to my previous research on TikTok, where I found that people use the app to reaffirm their
strong-tie relationships (Rheingold; Wright). Commenting is typically viewed as a more
lightweight form of participation, so I was surprised that there wasn’t a correlation between my
participants posting videos and commenting. Maria similarly said she mostly will only comment
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on the TikToks her mutuals (creators that she follows who follow her back and that she has a
weak-tie relationship with) post. She gave a specific reason for her general lack of commenting:
If you comment something, other people who also follow the same account and see the
videos, they can see, like, the first comment that's gonna pop up is the comment of
someone that you follow and that makes me so anxious. And I'm like I don't want other
people to see what I commented on anything 'cause that happened. One time, I
commented something on a really famous person’s post really early on and it went viral.
And I was the top comment on that video for way too long. So I don’t want that again.
Petunia gave a different, but related reason, for not commenting:
I don't because I do not want to get into TikTok battles with people. I have when I was
like fourteen; sometimes I would respond to things and people would always respond to
me and I’d get so emotionally involved when it just l a stupid spat over the Internet. But
like it's not really worth it to me unless I'm providing words of encouragement, but I don't
even really do that. I just kind of lurk.
Alex was in agreement with Petunia and talked about “the general overwhelming trend of
interpreting everything in bad faith in order to posit yourself as morally superior.” He mentioned
the stress of being misinterpreted, so while he will sometimes like comments, he generally stays
away from commenting himself.
In terms of their own videos, participants varied on how they interacted with the
comment section. Alex mentioned getting stressed when people commented negatively on his
videos; he felt the same about being misinterpreted and taken in bad faith, only now the content
in question was his videos rather than any comments he might have made. Jarrett talked about
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using the like feature for comments on their own videos if the views are low, responding if they
feel like they should say something. These videos are mainly only commented on by their friends
and followers. For their videos that reach a larger audience, they ignore the comments. “I was
just like I don't care if you comment on it, I think I started to like the first few ones, but then as
the number grew I just didn't even look at them anymore.”
Maria, on the other hand, reads all the comments on her videos, even the ones that reach
large audiences:
There was like this common thread on which everyone wanted to create a group chat on
Snapchat and I was designated to create the group said so I had to like read all of them
and add everyone and I literally had to like multiple times reply to people like if you
can’t send it to me through here just like DM me on Instagram, and then I have like this
group chat with like 30 something people now that we don't talk. But it exists. But it says
that there's someone that lives in like Netherlands or something. It's pretty cool.
Hashtag Use
In doing the literature review and my own experience on TikTok, I didn’t expect hashtags
to be that big a deal in making TikToks. However, in doing the interviews and conducting the
textual analysis, I found that hashtags were used in multiple different ways, each with a unique
purpose. Three of four participants talked about using hashtags that were trending on TikTok at
the time of their posting, regardless of what the hashtag was or the content of their video. For
example, @animalsdoingthings posted a video of a dog noticing and reacting to being watched
by a cat with #yearbook2020 and #cookinghacks in the caption. These hashtags are entirely
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unrelated to the content of the TikTok, but the account chose to use them anyways in an attempt
to boost their reach.
The participants also discussed using generic hashtags, also to get their videos shown to a
wider audience. Alex mentioned #fyp #foryoupage and #xyzcba, three hashtags that creators on
TikTok use in an attempt to broaden the reach of their videos. This is something I’ve observed in
my own TikTok use, and the textual analysis supports this. #fyp can be found in the caption of
the aforementioned @animalsdoingthings video, and #xyzcba was used by @lawbymike, a
lawyer who posts informational TikToks, in the caption of a video about the different degrees of
murder.
@lawbymike’s video also exemplifies the third way my interviewees discussed using
hashtags - in relation to specific communities they’re targeting. @lawbymike uses #law and
#lawyersoftiktok to target TikTok users who are interested in learning about the law or hearing
from a lawyer. Maria especially used this strategy in her own videos. She spoke about mainly
creating TikToks about shows she watched, such as Criminal Minds and Julie and the Phantoms.
To target TikTok users who were also interested in these shows, she would use hashtags relating
to the show titles.
One reason I didn’t expect hashtags to matter so much TikTok is how specific the
algorithm can get with tailoring a user’s For You Page directly to their interests. However, in
interviewing Petunia I learned that using hashtags for niche communities can be helpful in
allowing users to search for more content related to their interests. Both her and Alex discussed
searching for specific hashtags in their TikTok use. For Petunia, it was to look into specific
cults:
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I normally stick to the For You Page but if I’m like interested in something, like I’m on
ex-evangelical TikTok so if I’m looking for a cult I’ll search hashtags for cults or if I’m
looking into like news or something sometimes I’ll look into that hashtag.
For Alex, he was specifically interested in #mucore and the discourse surrounding certain
musicians and albums, as well as online trends in music and how they’re spreading. This practice
of searching hashtags on TikTok shows that the use of hashtags by creator’s are not just for the
algorithm but also for the individual user. By using a combination of generic, trending, and
community specific hashtags, creators can work to have as broad a reach as possible with their
videos.
While most of the hashtags I found in my analysis were used semantically, I did find an
example of metacommunicative ones (Daer et al.). For example, in her video under the “Grab Da
Wall & Rock Da Boat,” Carrie Underwood used the caption “Fun times after a Fit52 this
morning! #RockTheBoatChallenge #alreadysweaty #WhyDidntISmile.” Her first hashtag,
#RockTheBoatChallenge, is semantic, used to tag her video as participating in the specific
challenge. Her other two hashtags, however, are metacommunicative. Rather than tagging the
post for others to find, her hashtags #alreadysweaty and #WhyDidntISmile add to the message of
the post, as she comments on her actions within the video. This video was the only one within
my analysis that contained metacommunicative hashtags; however, in combination with my own
anecdotal knowledge of TikTok and having seen other non-verified users use
metacommunicative hashtags, this supports the argument that TikTok creators will occasionally
use metacommunicative tags, although they are used nowhere near as often as semantic tags.
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Audio Use
The way my participants discussed audios lined up with my own experiences on TikTok.
While all participants said they mostly watch videos that come up on their For You Page, some
also discussed searching by sound if there’s a particularly funny or interesting audio they want to
see more about. Alex brought up a specific example of the Wendy Williams audio where she
says “Clap if you think she should suffer.” Alex said, “I was laughing so I was like okay, I want
to see what jokes people make for this, you know, that kind of thing.”
Three out of four participants talked about creating their own TikToks by seeing a trend
they like then deciding to participate in it by adding their own spin to it. For example, Maria
mainly made TikToks about shows she watched, so she would take TikTok trending audios and
relate it back to a show she wanted to talk about. This was the main way she, Petunia, and Jarrett
came up with ideas for their TikToks. However, despite his interest in trending audios as a user,
Alex deliberately stayed away from trending audios as a creator. When asked how he came up
with ideas for TikToks, Alex said:
I would just pick a random topic and try to work that into a joke. Like at one point I
wanted to make a video about Twin Peaks because I like that show a lot; I’ve got two
posters for it on my wall behind me. And so I was like, how can I give this a comedic
angle, right? … When I started this I decided I wasn’t going to use any audios because,
like, audios are fine, except unless you have an insanely funny twist on it...like unless
you're just got an astronomically funny twist on it that no one else has thought of it just
turns into like the same joke over and over and over.
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He would sometimes use audios in the background of his videos (he gave the example of the
Twin Peaks theme song in the background of a video of him joking about beans), but wouldn’t
participate in audio-centered trends.
Audios are a central part of most TikTok trends. In my textual analysis, I found that it
varies how much room there is for creativity within the trend. With the sound “Grab Da Wall and
Rock da Boat,” there is a specific fitness challenge associated with it, involving shoulder taps,
mountain climbers, and plank jacks while performing push-ups. For this sound, I watched six
videos. Five of them had the same exact content of just the challenge itself; the sixth was by
@sofiedossi, who did a gymnast version of the trend all while in a handstand and captioned the
video “thought i’d try this trend but my way.” With this sound, there is some variation, but not
much.
This is not so in other TikTok audios with more room for interpretation. One sound that I
analyzed was a clip from “Somebody’s Watching Me.” Many creators used this in a literal way,
such as in the @animalsdoingthings video where a cat is watching a dog and in @marysenn’s
video, where she is sitting on the couch, hears banging on the door, and her closet creepily opens
by itself, as if someone is inside watching her. However, other creators just used it to convey the
spooky fall/Halloween vibes; both @amymariegaertner and @brittantatwood used the audio over
videos of themselves with pumpkin heads.
Since audios are so central to the app, sometimes creators will use audios but not relate
their content to the content of the sound at all. Another video I noted using the “Somebody’s
Watching Me” sound was posted by @rolandpollard. The content of the TikTok was him and his
daughter at the mall, with him lifting her into the air and having her do a handstand on one of his
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hands, followed by other gymnastic tricks. This has nothing to do with the sound itself (people
are watching them, but the focus of the video is him and his daughter, not the onlookers), or the
fall/Halloween vibes other TikTok users have attributed to the sound.
Users will also use trending audios but mute the sound from the audio itself, helping their
video to get more views. For example, in my textual analysis I found a video by @nojumper
under the “Immediately No” sound. The audio cannot be heard in the video itself, although it
could apply to the content - Lil Durk, a famous rapper, leaving a performance at Howard
University’s Homecoming. Rather than the “Immediately No” audio, the video features the
TikTok voice over saying “Can you blame Lil Durk for leaving Howard Homecoming?” and Lil
Durk’s parting words to the audience. While this is usually done in an attempt to get a video
more views, it also relates back to Kaye et al.’s article on misattribution on TikTok, as this can
also lead to viewers being confused about what the original audio was and what is original to the
video they’re viewing.
The Impact of the Algorithm
All four participants talked about mainly scrolling through their FYP when using TikTok.
While they will occasionally search through sounds or hashtags for specific content, they all rely
on TikTok’s algorithm for their main supply of videos that are of interest to them. Jarrett pointed
out that from a creator standpoint, the algorithm influences what they post, as their TikToks are
all based on trends. The same holds true for Maria and Petunia, although not for Alex as they
deliberately stayed away from trending audios.
Petunia was especially aware of the algorithm. She mentioned in her interview that she
will sometimes not hit the like button despite enjoying a video if she doesn’t want to see more
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videos like it on her feed. She is conscious of how her actions affect the videos that show up on
her FYP, so she actively tries to curate TikToks that she wants to see:
Well, like sometimes if someone sends me a TikTok I won’t always like it. Because if I
don't want to see that on my feed then I won't like it, but I will like things that are chaotic
because I want more chaotic things to send to people.
Maria discussed how the TikTok algorithm is what keeps her on TikTok, since it shows
her videos she likes. She gave the specific example of checking TikTok every day to see if it’s a
“bones day” or not. Bones day refers to daily TikToks posted by @jongraz where he sees if his
pug, Noodles, “has bones” (stays standing up when prompted) or not. TikTok users are generally
in agreement that if Noodles does have bones, it will be a good mental health day. If Noodles
doesn’t have bones, it’s a good day to stay home and do nothing. When Maria goes on TikTok
while she does her makeup in the morning, she doesn’t have to search for whether or not it’s a
bones day. She just scrolls through her FYP and within 20 minutes the app will let her know via
the algorithm sorting for the content it knows she wants.
While it’s nice to have an app that automatically knows what you want, there are
downsides to being sucked in all the time. In his interview, Alex discussed mainly coming up
with the ideas for his TikToks on his own or with his friends on Discord due to the pandemic.
However, he also admitted that being on the app wasn’t good for his mental health, and he no
longer posts videos:
For a while, especially during quarantine, I was pretty competitive with trying to be as
Internet literate as possible… I'm hanging on Reddit, I would hang out on Twitter, I
would hang out on Instagram and hang out in the discourse where people take the drama
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that happens on those sites elsewhere. I think on TikTok I, you know, would be on the
ground, you know, I would have my pulse on all these different things and be like ‘I will
know all the trends, I will know when people are being ironic and when they're not all the
shit.’ And then I burned out so bad from being on the Internet around December of 2020.
I put on my Snap[chat] story, I said ‘Guys I don't think I’m going to pick up my phone,
like all of winter break. Like, if you want me literally like call my home phone.’ Like I
cannot do this anymore, I felt like my brain was going to split.
Maria is not currently posting videos either, although her reason is that she has less time to both
watch TV shows to comment on and use the app itself due to her current college workload.
Petunia similarly limits how much she goes on the app. She said that she tries to only use the app
when she knows she has a limited amount of time or before bed, as she has a hard time getting
trapped within the app, especially as someone with ADHD.
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DISCUSSION
The Mortifying Ordeal of Being Known
During the interviews, I noticed that my participants had conflicting thoughts motivating
their TikTok use. All participants felt the urge to create videos and make themselves known on
the platform, but three out of four interviewees have since deleted the majority of TikToks they
posted on the platform. And even Jarrett, who did not mention deleting their videos, mentioned
that they’ll rarely post, and when they do they’re conscious of how other people will perceive
them. They also mentioned deliberately not posting certain things because people they know in
“real life” follow them and they feel as if they’ll be made fun of. Additionally, they all
mentioned how they rarely comment, fearing the stress of being misinterpreted or judged.
The way my participants talked about both presenting and obscuring their identities on
TikTok supports the argument/meme of the mortifying ordeal of being known. This concept
originated from a 2013 essay by Tim Kreider for the New York Times where he writes about
accidentally being cc’d on an email about himself. The full quote from the article reads “if we
want the rewards of being loved we have to submit to the mortifying ordeal of being known”
(Kreider, par. 10). What Kreider is arguing is that in order to achieve meaningful relationships
with others, we must be vulnerable and share parts of ourselves we usually prefer to hide. While
this quote has become a meme online, that does not detract from its poignant claim about human
existence.
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Figure 2. This meme combines the No Take, Only Throw meme format, an often-remixed
webcomic strip in which a dog wants to play fetch with its owner while not giving up its toy,
with “The Mortifying Ordeal of Being Known” text meme. This image was originally posted by
Tumblr user tieflinggay in 2018. Source: tieflinggay, “No Mortifying Ordeal of Being Known,
Only Rewards of Being Loved,” Tumblr, 2018.
https://web.archive.org/web/20190318000602/https://tieflinggay.tumblr.com/post/176872537426
/tieflinggay-the-dog-throwtake-comic-but

My findings are in opposition to the claims made by Sachs et al. that the metaphorical
front stage is “weakening.” My participants were acutely aware of how their videos, and even
their comments, would be perceived by those who followed them and TikTok at large. Rather
than the front stage “weakening,” I feel that TikTok is allowing users to have multiple “front
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stages” to perform different aspects of themselves on, while still keeping parts of them to the
backstage. For example, Maria made videos about Julie and the Phantoms so that she would
have people to talk to about it. Being a fan of the TV show is a part of her identity that she may
not have been comfortable performing in other areas of her life, as her strong-tie relationships
may not be fans of the show, or she may potentially feel embarrassment as the show is marketed
toward kids. TikTok gave her a stage to perform this aspect of herself and connect with others
with similar interests. Yet, she still wound up deleting most of her videos. Petunia and Alex have
both archived all their videos. For these three, the rewards of being loved were not able to
outweigh the mortifying ordeal or being known.
This can also be seen in how all of my participants limited the amount that they
commented on TikToks. Maria was especially aware of the algorithm in this regard and how her
comment would be shown to those who followed her. While she was okay with them seeing the
videos she posted, she did not want to be seen commenting.
Tagging with Audios
Serrano et al. claims that on TikTok, hashtags work the same way they do on Twitter,
representing topics that are trending on the platform. They additionally argue that the video clips
are classified as they are on Instagram, according to their hashtags. Based on my textual analysis
and interviews, I would argue that this is only somewhat the case. While many hashtags are
related to trending topics and one can search for videos via hashtag, oftentimes people will
appropriate hashtags about that are trending for entirely unrelated videos. While searching by
hashtag may work well for more niche communities, trending tags are often polluted with
unrelated videos, such as with the #cookinghacks example in my results.
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TikTok additionally has some tags that are widely used but relate to no specific topic. For
example, #xyzcba is used on videos with absolutely nothing in common with each other. This
specific hashtag started off as an urban myth, with the idea being that using it will magically get
videos onto the FYP. While this was not the case, the hashtag is now so widely used that it
turned into a self-fulfilling prophecy; since it’s a popular tag, it may actually get videos a few
extra views (Travis). In this way, TikTok is different from Twitter; some hashtags are used to
folksonomically tag a video for other viewers to find, but oftentimes they’re directed toward the
algorithm and getting more views on a video.
I would argue that audios are a better indicator of video content than many hashtags. As
seen in my textual analysis, viewers can usually tell what a video will be about based on the
sound accompanying it. Creators use music to signal to viewers what the content of the video
will be (Serrano et al.). Most trends on TikTok are audio-based, so once someone’s seen a few
videos using the same sound they get the gist of what other videos using that sound will be like,
although many creators will put a unique twist into their TikToks to make it their own. This
relates back to the gesture linguistics concept of emblems as I discussed in the introduction;
audios are used as an aural gesture to signal to users what the video’s
tone/content/mood/trend/etc. will be. Although, some creators will still use the audio but mute it,
allowing them to get the benefits of the tagging aspect of audios without using the sound itself.
The practice of incorporating one’s unique identity into the trend keeps the videos interesting so
viewers will want to keep viewing the trend, rather than it getting stale.
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TikTok’s Interface
Something that Alex pointed out in his interview is that TikTok isn’t like other social
media platforms. “It's not like other forums, with boards or anything, you know what I mean?
Like, none of this is organized; we're all just kind of floating through these oceans of content.”
This quote really highlights the importance of the algorithm on TikTok. The interface is set up to
create echo chambers; rather than giving users specific places to congregate based on different
topics they might be interested in, the algorithm brings the content to the user. Users talk about
the different “sides” of TikTok, but really we are all just reliant on what the algorithms shows us.
Even when searching under specific hashtags, users are shown the most viewed videos first,
which is dependent on how many people the algorithm has shown the video to, how many people
have even had the opportunity to see the video. The app lends itself to remixing and participating
in trends, because that’s how your videos get seen (Kaye et al.; Ridolfo and DeVoss).
The limitations of TikTok are part of what makes it so unique. Reels, Instagram’s version
of TikTok, allows users to do many of the same things that the TikTok interface does. However,
it lacks the communities that are so central to TikTok, the communities that formed because of
the algorithm and the constraints of the app. TikTok’s interface is flawed and imperfect, but it
created a place for people to perform parts of their identities that they may not have physical
spaces to perform.
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CONCLUSION
Based on the gap I identified in the existing research on TikTok, I came up with three
research questions:
1. How do sounds shape the TikTok landscape and thus the users’ experience?
2. What literacy practices do users participate in as part of their TikTok use?
3. How do literacy practices fit into a nexus of practice and intersect with other identity
aspects?
For research question one, I specifically found audios to be used in a multidimensional way, both
to tag the video and to signal content to the viewer, supporting claims previously made by
Serrano et al. This can also be framed in terms of gesture linguistics, with audios being used as
emblems to signal meaning to viewers as emojis can communicate via text. In response to
research question two, I got results that disagree with Sachs et al.’s claims that the front stage is
weakening in favor of the backstage. Rather, I found that the mortifying ordeal of being known is
still in play, with TikTok allowing for different stages, but front stages nonetheless. This also
responds to research question three, with these identity practices intersecting with audios and
hashtags as different nexuses within the TikTok interface.
This research contained a limited participant pool based on convenience sampling, and
the textual analysis was largely based on what those participants spoke about and the verified
creators I found via my own For You Page. Additionally, the study was inherently based on what
the algorithm has chosen to show these participants based on their specific demographics and
interests. As the research was qualitative, it is generalizable to other people of other
demographics. However, future studies may benefit from having a larger data set to pull from in
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analyzing. Also, I mainly used grounded theory in planning the interviews and conducting the
textual analysis; I feel it would be beneficial to follow up with the participants now that I have
greater insight into their practices on TikTok.
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APPENDIX A: INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
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Interview Protocol for STUDY00003440
● How old are you?
● What is your occupation?
● When did you first download TikTok?
● Why did you decide to download TikTok?
● Do you post your own videos on TikTok?
● What do you do when you go on TikTok? How do you navigate the app?
○ Do you scroll through your FYP? Or your Followed page?
○ Do you search through hashtags or sounds?
● What TikTok communities do you regularly see on your FYP?
● How does the TikTok algorithm influence the way you use TikTok?
● How do you interact with the comment section on TikTok?
○ Do you comment?
○ Do you like comments?
● Lurkers Only
○ Why don’t you post videos on TikTok?
● Posters Only
○ How do you come up with ideas for TikToks?
■ Do you start with a message you want to convey?
■ Or a trend you want to participate in?
■ Or an audio/filter you want to use?
■ Do you come up with these ideas on your own or with others?
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○ Describe the process you undergo when composing a TikTok.
■ It may help to pull up an example you’ve made recently and talk through
it.
■ Do you rehearse or film multiple takes?
■ How much editing do you do?
■ Do you film in TikTok or upload from a separate app?
■ How do you choose your audios and filters?
■ How do you choose your captions/hashtags?
○ What influence do other people have on your posts on TikTok?
■ Do you pay attention to views/likes/shares?
■ How much of your comments do you read?
○ What TikTok communities do you target your videos toward, if any?
■ How do you target them?
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APPENDIX B: TEXTUAL ANALYSIS NOTES
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user/sound
description
caption
link
USER: valentinakeiko
Somebody's Watching Me - Rockwell
doing makeup
"my acne been acting out lately but so am i"
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZM8DgsGf7/
original sound: 8hrimp
girl just film yourself walk past men you won't regret it
"how to boost your confidence 101. i also do this when i'm scared lmaooo"
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZM8DgTXqH/
USER: claudiasulewski
Immediately No
when my boyfriend bought a newspaper stand from etsy
"'we can store our vinyl records in here'"
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZM8DgCvR2/
original sound - claudiasulewski
challenge: pretend you can't see your dog
"she went to go look for herself
"
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZM8Dgt9Lv/
just_chill_out_eat_a_Moonpie
dog sitting on guy wagging tail
"does anyone else's dog just never quit"
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZM8Dgn3wG/
ghostface daddy
walking up to camera w other guy
"literally a disgrace @finneas"
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https://vm.tiktok.com/ZM8DgKSX7/
ghostface daddy
walking up to camera then doing reverse
"tried my best gtg
"
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZM8DgE7Tj/
goin thru i w rhobh
me thinking i'll have nothing to talk about in therapy this week
"'so how's your week been?'"
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZM8Dg78XW/
I am a Socialist
after 3hrs of getting ready for a birthday party that isn't mine
"stepped out last night
"
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZM8DgpvKh/
USER: victoriaparis
Say So (feat. Nicki Minaj) - Doja Cat
when it's finally cold so you can wear all your summery outfits but with legwarmers
"top is free people leggings are aerie leg warmer socks are from amazon shoes reebok"
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZM8yJjWmF/
original sound - Victoria Paris
stop asking what's on my feed, they're platform Uggs, the only culture I have
NO CAPTION
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZM8yJYJeB/
original sound - Victoria Paris
just got my aura read, turns out I'm the problem
NO CAPTION
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZM8yJs3YJ/
original sound - Victoria Paris
unboxing carebear costume
"I got it on Amazon"
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https://vm.tiktok.com/ZM8yJTja3/
USER: nataliataylorofficial
original sound - user3969168091143
snapping at boyfriend when hungry, apologizing after eating
"It's da routine"
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZM8yJb5N1/
im so proud of you
25 year old showing 9 year old self what life is like
"
grateful every day."
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZM8yJXxwG/
original sound - ianasher
somebody's watching me, shows self watching self
"Did I nail it?
"
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZM8yJ3mGR/
Miss the Rage - Trippie Redd & Playboi Carti
Depressive episode, goes to Starbucks
"Gangs all here"
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZM8yJtgr6/
original sound - pinterestcontent
Your rising sign represents your appearance and style
"#greenscreen what rising sign should I do next? Creds: @[REDACTED]
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZM8yJu6Jd/
i love being with you (with voiceover)
Showing Airbnb in Joshua Tree
"Follor for more Airbnb content
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZM8yJ78AY/

#airbnb #travel #joshuatree #nationalpark"

slayed atasteofmamas
rating Halloween costumes
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"Which one is your fav #greenscreen #halloween"
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZM8yJvUKA/
remind me of your gender again
Old Spice deoderant is for girls only
"#oldspice #deodorant"
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZM8yJbvN3/
USER: aymansbooks
original sound - triggeredits
loving the groveling trope in books but not when girls do it
"like it's so embarrassing #grovelingtrope #bookishicks #bookishstruggles"
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZM8ye8ymB/
original sound - nollybabes
when i'm in b&n and there's a bunch of high school teenagers in the store
"like this place ain't just for walking around #bookstore #bookishstruggles"
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZM8ye6XXW/
Water Fountain - Alec Benjamin
Selwyn Kane gold eyes
"yes I made this because of #bloodmarked cover #Legendborn #selwynkane"
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZM8yeARcn/
Fly Huarache - Blank Faze
judging Little Thieves by its cover
"i'm in love
#LittleThieves #Bookcover"
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZM8yeYpuH/
original sound - zahra
Rumor is Ayman's getting a book deal - SIKE
"finally got this off my chest #bookishhumor #authortok #writertok"
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZM8ye1vmb/
SOUND: Paradise
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@codymelphy
Things that just make sense in Olympic Village
"Olympic Village insider edition
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZM8fTnhqc/

#tokyo2020 #olympics #teamusa #olympicvillage"

@itsjojosiwa
rehearsals to Disneyland
"From Rehearsals to Disneyland
"
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZM8fTTneU/
@ryanserhantofficial
$169 million apartment NYC penthouse
"It's the ballon at the end for me!!
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZM8fwNcrc/

Full video in Bio

"

@mariahandbill
waking up in a yacht
"What it's like waking up in a yacht in Miami
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZM8fwfqBP/

#tiktok #foru #fyp"

@_taradavis
registerinf for the Olympic trials
"my smile tells you how excited i am for olympic trials #usatf #i"
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZM8fwfj9r/
@jena
Happy Father's Day
"Happy #FathersDay @jasonderulo
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZM8fwYcFj/

We love you sooooo much!"

@annaxsitar
Birthday grwm
"my birthday might carry over to tomorrow a little bit
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but this was the best part of my day.

thank you for all the love today. i adore you!!"
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZM8fwpDd2/
SOUND: Somebody's Watching Me - Single Version
@lawbymike
Teaching about murder from a lawyer's perspective
"Depending on the type, your penalty could be more severe than others
#law #lawyersoftiktok #funfacts #catandmouse #chase #xyzcba
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZM8fK6rAH/

@ugolord #degree

@animalsdoingthings
Dog sees cat watching
"He said
(Via @[REDACTED]) #fyp #funny #animals #yearbook2020 #cookinghacks
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZM8fK1x1W/
@amymariegaertner
Wearing pumpkin head and dancing
"October 1st. Big mood.
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZM8fKSskq/

#octobermood #fall #pumpkinhead"

@rolandpollard
Little girl standing on man's hand in the air
NO CAPTION
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZM8fKSD2d/
@marysenn
Sitting on couch, closet creepily opens
"Halloween is coming...
#halloween #horrorstories IG: marysenn"
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZM8fwKtMV/
@brittantatwood
Wearing an on-fire pumpkin head
"

Is it Halloween yet?

#halloween #halloweenlook #fyp"
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https://vm.tiktok.com/ZM8fKPKRT/
SOUND: Grab Da Wall & Rock Da Boat
@pressleyhosbach
Trend workout
"I'll do this better later but
"
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZM8fKa5xd/
@calebcoffee
Trend workout
"Had to hop on it"
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZM8fKbnHk/
@iammarcohall
Trend workout ft. baby
"Caeden Wants to join
@brookeashleyhall #fyp #foryou #dad #father #baby #parents"
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZM8fK3JKG/
@calebcoffee
Trend workout
"This was so hard after chest day"
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZM8fE2kSH/
@sofiedossi
Trend workout w/gymnast twist
"thought i'd try this trend but my way"
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZM8fKT5Jr/
@carrieunderwood
Trend workout
"Fun times after a Fit52 this morning! #RockTheBoatChallenge #alreadysweaty
#WhyDidntISmile"
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZM8fEMxF6/
SOUND: Immediately No
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@ilonamaher
Me at the bar after a guy asks for my Snapchat
"Snapchat, really?? #beastbeautybrains"
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZM8fEfGk9/
@duolingo
on using Google Translate
"Reply to [REDACTED] THE APP IS FREE #Duolingo #comedy #no"
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZM8fEC6HW/
@bayshevahaart
People wearing Ugg slippers as shoes
"Love her and her style but I can't get behind this trend #uggslippers #immediatelyno
#itsanofromme"
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZM8fEqo5S/
@thelibero
When my coach tells me to warm up with a middle blocker
"These sounds kill me. I love my middles
#olympics #libero #volleyballpositions"
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZM8fEu4Hr/

#volleyball #usavolleyball #volleyballworld

@nojumper
Little Durk wasn't feeling the vibe at Howard Homecoming
"Can you blame Lil Durk for leaving?
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZM8fE3qHy/

#foryou #lildurk #hoco #graduation"

@mariamenounos
When they say they don't like dogs
"Only dog-lovers are allowed here ... sorry not sorry
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZM8fEwU9h/
SOUND: non men only
@sssniperwolf
Sae Byeok from Squid Game
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"

"#greenscreen #fyp"
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZM8foJmAG/
@mjgrimsley1001
When my bf tries to get in the passenger seat and make me drive
"passenger seats are for me and benti only
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZM8foNbT7/

@bradengalloway"

@omayazein
When men try to tell me how to wear my hijab
"Please don't tell me how to wear my hijab
#muslimtiktok #muslimah #muslimgirl #girlsonly"
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZM8foUwuc/

#hijab #hijabi #hijabstyle #hijabgirl

@aymansbooks
Me when i see a dude shopping for stationery items
"girls gays & theys #bookishitems #bookishthings #bookishhumor
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZM8fomSTk/
@aymansbooks
When I see a man happy healthy and enjoying life
"like who do they think they are?"
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZM8foU4Rx/
@lyciafaith
When I see a boy simping over Alexa Demie
"her and sydney sweeney idc"
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZM8fo5f24/
@jessesulli
Me talking shit to my chest in the mirror until top surgery
"I'm a bully #trans #lgbtq"
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZM8fobCtn/
@juandchan
When your man has a bigger bootie than you
"he should know better.. #juandchan"
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https://vm.tiktok.com/ZM8fo7uhB/
SOUND: Do Ya Think I'm Sexy?
@sharlizetrue_
Group of people dancing/vibing
"this song is addicting to listen to"
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZM8fonRs9/
@kate
Barely dancing
"DC me outfit details on IG"
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZM8P15QcV/
SOUND: original sound - _...dream_fox..._
@anniedvorak
Giving up ring/transition
"I had to try it
#foryou #acting"
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZM8P1P5db/

SOUND: Eleanor Rigby
@gabschase
Using curlers at night
"Yes, this is what I look like when I sleep.
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZM8P1c6Uq/

"

@dannycharm
Clogs toilet, friend's brother takes care of it
"#pov : Your friends little brother eats p00p #fyp #foryoupage #foryou #foryourpage #friend
#dannycharm"
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZM8PJPBtc/
@safiyany
Deez Nuts candle
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"love at first light
#smallbusinesstiktok #candle #fallaesthetic"
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZM8PJmMat/
@heidilavon
Harley Quinn cosplay
"Reply to [REDACTED] HIGHLY REQUESTED HARLEY QUINN
#harleyquinncosplay #dc #heidilavon"
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZM8PJuemA/
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#harleyquinn

APPENDIX C: IRB EXEMPTION DETERMINATION LETTER
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